NEWSCASTERS!

__ Blitzer hosts The Situation Room and Late Edition on CNN
Journalist Connie __ is married to talk show host Maury Povich
Ann __ anchors The Today Show and also co-hosts Dateline NBC
Tim Russert has hosted Meet The __ since 1991
__ Philips co-anchored Dateline NBC with Jane Pauley & Ann Curry
ABC’s Peter Jennings was born in this country
Anderson __ 360 is shot in NYC when not on-location
Katie __ left the Today Show for CBS in 2006
The O'Reilly __ is one of the highest rated shows on CNN
Bryant __ hosted the Today Show for 15 years
Edward R. Murrow gave radio live broadcasts during the __ Blitz
Diane __ started as co-anchor of Good Morning America in 1999
After 26 years on 60 Minutes Ed __ received 19 Emmy awards
Cokie __ is a news analyst on NPR and author of "Founding Mothers"
JFK niece Maria __ is now First Lady of California
John __ is a consumer reporter and co-anchor of ABC's 20/20
Walter Cronkite has been called "The most __ man in America"
Mike __ has been with 60 Minutes since its beginning in 1968
Barbara __ was the first woman to co-anchor a network evening news
The Huntley-__ report aired on NBC from 1956-1970
__ __ anchored the CBS Evening News for 24 years
Brit Hume followed ABC's Sam __ as White House correspondent
CNN's __ __ Live is the first live phone-in television talk show
"Where in the world is __ __" is a segment on the Today Show
Ted Koppel was the longtime lead anchor of __ on ABC
NBC anchor __ __ also wrote "The Greatest Generation"
__ __ reported live from Baghdad for CNN during the 1991 Gulf War
Charles Gibson & Joan Lunden were longtime hosts of __ __ America
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